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BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Friday Evening, July 20, at 8:00

CHARLES MUNCH,

Conductor

MOZART
Masonic Funeral Music, K. 477

Symphony

in

D

major, No.
I.

II.

III.

II.

III.

Soloist:

297

Allegro assai

Andantino
Allegro

Violin Concerto No.
I.

31, "Paris," K.

5,

in

A

major, K. 219

Allegro aperto

Adagio

Rondeau: Tempo

di

menuetto

JOSEPH SILVERSTEIN

Inter m

i

s s i o

n

SlNFONIA CONCERTANTE IN E-FLAT, K. 297B
I.

II.

III.

Allegro

Adagio
Andantino con variazioni

RALPH GOMBERG
Clarinet: GINO CIOFFI
Oboe:

BALDWIN PIANO

Bassoon:

Horn:

SHERMAN WALT

JAMES STAGLIANO
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Program Notes
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Born

in Salzburg, January 27, 1756; died in Vienna,

December

5,

1791

Friday Evening, July 20

MASONIC FUNERAL MUSIC,

K. 477

Mozart composed his Maureriscbe Trauermusik on the death of two fellow FreeDuke Georg August von Mecklenburg-Strelitz and Franz Count Esterhazy
von Galantha. It was accordingly played at a memorial service for the two notables on

masons, the

November

17, 1785.

The movement

is

an adagio in

common

time.

The woodwinds have

the

mourning of C minor,
more moving and personal than a formal ceremonial might have prompted.
At the twenty-fifth bar, the oboes and clarinet (soon to be joined by the wind
burden of the introduction with

a

melody

in a restrained
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choir) intone a chorale of sombre ritual suggestion, with accompanying chords

Hr
-gJ.

from the lower

J

*

:

and a continuing violin

strings

Mozart must have

filigree.

known Bach's chorale preludes; the cantus firmus here
The melody of the introductory part returns to close

serves as a slow march.

slow move-

this gentle

ment pianissimo.
Otto Jahn

summed up

composed nothing

finer

the

work

neatly

when he

wrote: "Mozart has

than this short Adagio in technical treatment, sense

of color, earnest feeling and psychological truth.
of that manly calm which gives sorrow

its

It is

due, and no

the musical expression

more than

its

due, in

the presence of death."

Mozart, being a

mother died
you have

fatalist,

never gave death more than

its

due.

he wrote to his father from there July 9, 1778: "After
given away to natural and only too well justified tears and

first

God and

His unsearchable, unfathomable and all-wise providence. ...

These

CF
9
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Evelyn Crochet
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BOYLSTON

I

worship

v

featured this season at

162

his

in Paris,

anguish, you will eventually resign yourself to the will of

THE

When

•

WORCESTER, SPRINGFIELD

Eugene Istomin
Byron Janis
Rudolf Serkin
Vronsky and
Babin

suffered and

wept

and please do so
comfort

we

at last.

rebel against

Two

—but what did
my

too,

aspect has

God

thank

no more

last

is

Weep, weep, but

God

it

willed

thus

me

as I

take

—and how

can

knows me can say that I
my Maker every day and

this,

have made myself so

our best and truest friend, that

to discern in death
I

life, I

1787: "Since

4,

And

me; nothing but peace and solace!

never

down

lie

may never
go about moody
am,

April

letter to his father,

two years with

key to our true blessedness.

young

dear sister!

the true end of our

terrors for

for enabling

that perhaps,

have tried to console myself,

composing the Masonic Funeral Musk, Mozart again

death (properly speaking)

its

my

that almighty

wrote his thoughts upon death in a

acquainted during the

avail, so I

dear father,

Remember
Him?"

years after

it

I

desire nothing

I

(you will understand me) the
in

bed without remembering

see another day;

or gloomy.

more than

For

and

yet

no one who
thank

this blessing I

to share

it

with

my

fellow

men."
This calm submission to his destiny and his Maker might not have
pleased a priest of his church at the time,

who would have

preached, not

complete resignation, but repentance and fear of God. Mozart, like his father,

was true

to his

upbringing in the

Roman

belief, but, also like his father,

had no great respect for the ministers of the church.

he

Both had recently

espoused Freemasonry, a free-thinking movement, a reaction to dogma, which

****
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was by no means wholly approved by the Roman Catholic hierarchy. Mozart
was a simple and whole-hearted believer. It would never have occurred to

him

to discuss the nature of the

were accepted without question.

Deity or to analyse his

He was

faith.

deeply drawn by the ideals of Free-

masonry, as is amply proved by The Magic Flute or by
much other music which he wrote for his Lodge.

He must

surely have

welcomed

a

put him on an equal footing with a

this

Adagio, or by

blood brotherhood which would have

Duke and

a

Count

in contrast to his

mere musician in the society of his time. Being a realist
sense of humour, he was dazzled neither by the pomp of churchly

lowly standing as

with a

Such matters

office, as

a

exemplified in his haughty employer, the Archbishop of Salzburg,

mummery

nor by the

his acceptance of

of the Masons.

He

privately

made fun

of both, while

what they stood for was unimpaired.

SYMPHONY

IN

D MAJOR

("PARIS"), NO. 31 (K. 297)

Mozart, aged twenty-two, arrived with his mother in Paris on March 23,

The Mozart family had built
the French capital. Composed in

1778, and stayed there until September 26.
great hopes

on the

success of

Wolfgang

in

symphony had its first performance at a Concert
direction of Jean Le Gros on June 18 of that year.

Paris in 1778, this

under the

Spirituel

MUSIC AT BOSTON UNIVERSITY
• Scholarship
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one to four years
•

to outstanding high school seniors

full tuition.

Freshman Applications now being processed

for 1963-

1964 admission. Auditions held monthly.
• Graduate Assistantships and Doctoral Fellowships up to
$1800 per year.
• For complete information write

School of Fine and Applied Arts

Boston University
855 Commonwealth Avenue

Boston

15,

Massachusetts
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Mozart had not composed a symphony for four years

—

good

for the

reason that there had been no call for one. But he had listened to Cannabich's
splendid orchestra at

Mannheim. The

a reputation for great brilliance

must have been peevish rather than

definitely contradictory,

had been studying the
the orchestra.

taste of the Parisian

He composed

—numerous

and

The

forte.

be noted that a clarinet

is

had

to his father,

Mozart

judicious.

audience as well as the quality of

with both in mind. In every part there

a play

is

crescendos, adroit modulations, abrupt alterna-

for brilliant effect
tion of piano

orchestra of the Concert Spirituel

—Mozart's disparaging remarks

individual instruments are favored, and

used in a symphony by Mozart for the

it is

to

time.

first

he aimed toward the utmost conciseness. Otto Jahn, who saw the
original score, remarked that "when he came to a passage which seemed to

Above

him

all,

tedious or superfluous, he struck

result

was

a

it

out and went on with the next."

symphony some eighteen minutes

in length

and

The

entirely without

indication of repeats.

VIOLIN CONCERTO NO.
(Composed

in Salzburg,

5,

IN

A, K. 219

December, 1775)

In the year 1775 between April and December, in Salzburg, Mozart

composed

his five

bona

fide violin concertos.

what

Two

years before,

he had

so rare as a

is
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.

written the "Concertone" for

Two

Violins,

and four years

later, also in Salz-

Since the

two

exist only in copies,

and

burg, he wrote the Sinfonia concertante for Violin and Viola.

1777 and 1780,

later violin concertos, attributed to

may have been

at best

filled

out by later hands from fragmentary sketches,

it

could be said that Mozart gave his full attention to violin concertos in only

Whether he intended these works for his own use
known,
not
but he was then Concertmaster, and would have

one season of
in Salzburg

his career.

is

been expected, though reluctant, to step forward

compose music for
and notably

in the divertimentos

is

and serenades where

a violin concerto

was

sometimes played one of

had occasion

all else

but his tricks

pianist to circumvent while

One

—

a

to

slow movement which

a

called for.

The "Haffner"

Sere-

movements. Out-

to write for violin solo,

although he

his concertos, usually at private gatherings.

He may

upon a musician as a virtuoso
tendency which required his best wit as

have been wary of the popular tendency

and ignore

upon

Gaetano Brunetti,

in effect a violin concerto pieced out with orchestral

side of Salzburg he never

did play one

often called

violin solo in Salzburg, probably for

would have served for
nade

He was

them on occasion elsewhere.

or another of

He

as soloist.

to fasten

seeming to oblige.

from the evidence of the music. The composer who
could write with such consummate skill for the violin as a chamber or orchestral instrument could also favor its fullest advantage for solo melody or solo
display.

thing

The

is

certain

violin concertos, or at least the best of them, have a firm

who

enduring place in the heart of every violinist
music

as personal

and

puts music as an art above

opportunity for display.
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The

A major

ment of them
is

here

all.

justified

Concerto has the most broad and expansive opening move-

The

one with Mozart,

direction "Allegro aperto," a favorite

by the brilliance, freedom and amplitude of the music, with

a solo part of bold attack,

wide

skips, soaring range.

the least deprive the orchestra of

its

The

importance, nor

is

the orchestra ever a

mere provider of chords. The orchestral exposition proceeds
as if

no

soloist

were

tempo with

finds

still

its

The Adagio,

a true brio theme.

dreaming out

However deeply

his superb

in

Adagio, he

is

in earnest

is

given an

upon the "open"

start

amply phrased periods,

Many would name

true life in the orchestra.

slow movements to date.
in

as engrossingly

to be involved or needed, but the soloist

impressive entry with a special adagio section and a
allegro

does not in

soloist

this the

peak of

all

Mozart may have been

quite ready to resume his spoofing

manner with another "Rondeau" a la Francaise, again in minuet tempo. The
decorum of the ballroom is suddenly invaded by a juggernaut
of a Turkish march, in which the thumping upon a bass drum is clearly
imagined. A joke of this sort by any other could become clumsy and pointless. With Mozart controlling there is sheer delight in every bar.
light-stepping
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BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Saturday Evening, July 21, at 8:00

CHARLES MUNCH,

Conductor

MOZART
Symphony

in

C major,
I.

II.

"Linz," No. 36

Adagio; allegro spiritoso

Poco adagio

III.

Menuetto

IV.

Presto

Piano Concerto in E-flat, K. 482
I.

II.

III.

Soloist:

I n

Symphony No.

Andante
Allegro; Andante cantabile; Allegro

EVELYNE CROCHET

t

e r

41 in
I.

II.

Miss

Allegro

m

i

s s i

o n

C major,

"Jupiter," K. 551

Allegro vivace

Andante cantabile

III.

Menuetto: Allegretto

IV.

Finale: Allegro molto

CROCHET

plays the Steinway Piano

RCA VICTOR RECORDS

BALDWIN PIANO
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SINFONIA CONCERTANTE IN E-FLAT, FOR OBOE, CLARINET,
HORN AND BASSOON, WITH ORCHESTRA, K. 297b (Appendix, #9)
Composed

in Paris between April 5 and 20, 1778, the score of this

without performance.

A

lished in the collected edition of Mozart's

This music

is

work disappeared

copy was found in the State Library in Berlin and was pub-

works in 1886.

the very definition of the

"Konzert antes Quartett"

as

was

it

first

title

(which

it is

more

accurate than

Like the Konzertante

published).

Sinfonie for Violin and Viola (K. 364),

is

symphonic in

its

expanse, in

At the same time it resembles a concerto
which is a sort of concertino against

the character of the development.

grosso by the setting of the solo quartet,
the orchestral

of soloists

—

tutti.

a

The

quartet

is

a unified

group rather than a succession

Harmonie-musik, where the individual voices are alternated,

blended, interlaced, backed by the accompanying orchestra or relieved by the

predominant string tone of the
line

is

tutti.

Only

in the adagio,

where the melodic

lengthened in time, does each soloist have his extended phrase while

accompanied by his fellows.

The
to

first

movement, which

is

the longest,

prolong the development by the varied

is

thematically rich and tends

combination

possibilities of color

and alternation which the composer has given himself. The long "cadenza"
before the close

is

not used for virtuoso display but

the group as a group
signified

demands the

by Einstein as in

reality

sole attention.

an andante rather

is

a sort of

coda where

The slow movement is
than an adagio. The solo

OUR FACULTY WRITE BOOKS TOO
and compose music. They are music arrangers for publishing houses, vocal and instrumental conductors, TV
lecturers.

hours, they study birds, are photographers

In off

and fishermen. In short, they have many interests within
and outside of music. They reflect the Conservatory's
conviction that many-sided musicians can be excellent
teachers. P.S. John Fesperman of our organ faculty is
our most recent author.
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MUSICAL MEDIUM, will be on the bookstands soon.
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•
BOSTON

of

Music
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Open 2

to
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players carry the

melody

one place a

in turn, the bassoon providing in

sort

of dulcet "Alberti bass" to the higher instruments.

The

come

variation finale naturally permits solo virtuosity to

but always in a musically integrated way.

The

to the fore,

ten variations give special solo

The second

opportunities to the oboe or clarinet or the two together.

variation

gives the bassoon special opportunities and the eighth provides a duet by a

The horn

melodic bassoon and an ornamental oboe in arpeggios.
extensive solos, but
is

rounded

off

its

function

is

has no

by no means subordinated. Each variation

by a recurring refrain from the

At

tutti.

there

last

is

an adagio

passage and an allegro coda in a tripping 6/8.

Saturday Evening, July 21

SYMPHONY IN C MAJOR, NO.

36,

"LINZ," K. 425

Except for the "Haffner" Symphony, which was extracted from a

Symphony was

the so-called "Linz"

suite,

the only one Mozart had written since

A

leaving Salzburg two years before and establishing himself in Vienna.
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T,

Stockbridge,

Mass.

OUR SHOP ON PINE STREET

prodigious score from him would be expected

was an occasion for one.

He

at this point,

writes his father,

when

on October

31st,

at last

there

1783, that,

at Linz by Count Thun,
symphony for a concert on November 4. Having
neglected to bring a symphony with him, he is "up to his neck" in a new one.
This great C major Symphony by the original statement of Niemetschek and

having arrived the day before, and been entertained

he has been asked for

a

by the process of elimination
difficult as

to believe that

it is

it

is

generally accepted as the resulting score,

was conceived, written down, copied, rehearsed

and performed within the space of four days.
Since he was caught unawares, and had no prospect of a

Vienna

to plan for, this

would confound the theory

must have been put on paper only
is

after secret

symphony

in

works

that his greater

There

thought and gestation.

indeed no accounting for this serious, ground-breaking, elaborately worked
If the

score.

Count's orchestra players were anything

less

than the best, they

manage

it, and especially in such a short time.
would have been hard put to
The winds are treated in choir fashion, where any false intonation would have

been

and

as

ruinous as to the individual voices

cellos

when matched

in turn.

The

violas

have separate parts; the basses in the presto must scramble through

running passages in sixteenths. In

this

movement

particularly there

is

contra-

puntal involvement.

HARPER

I.W.
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For the

first

and

time,

was

uses a slow introduction (he

the last E-flat
this adagio,

example of Haydn, but

after the
to

Symphony). There

do
is

this twice again

—

differently,,

in the "Prague" and

broad solemnity in the opening bars of

followed by a gently developed figure which leads

dominant chord. This precludes the need of

to a fortissimo

a proclamatory first

theme and

The

enables the composer to begin with a quiet one and proceed at will.

development produces

a

march rhythm, but mostly

joined by unconventional transitional passages.
ability to

ornament

a

quieter,

A

lyric

it,

The

minuet

trio of the

relies

upon the

finales

beyond

goes further

all

as

never

and oboe,
since built

precedent in deftness, variety, cumulative excitement,

flutes

and

clarinets in the instrumentation

Mozart was adapting himself

Linz.

it

still.

The absence of
that

new

to color

solo bassoon

who had long

and the two together. In the presto, the composer

up

a

second section turns to the bassoons or the

horns (sometimes in a delicate staccato) to the oboes in combinations
quite before.

subjects,

The poco adagio shows

long-phrased melody without obscuring

with sustained wind chords.

he

It is also

would suggest

to the limitations of the ducal orchestra at

worthy of remark that the composer makes use of the trumpets

and drums in the slow movement, although never

intrusively.

j|gj|!w
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Y.
to

Sunday"

PIANOFORTE CONCERTO IN E-FLAT
Mozart composed

this concerto in

He

midst of his most productive years.
subscription concerts

The Concerto
it

was

still

which he gave

fresh

from

Vienna in December, 1785, in the
wrote it, with two others, for three

in Vienna, in the

Mozart

in E-flat, however,

first

Lenten season of 1786.

performed in December when

his pen, at a concert in aid of

The audience obliged him to repeat the andante.
The three concertos (K. 482, 488 and 491)
upon Figaro in this winter.
spirit to creep into the fast

In

this,

the

(K. 482)

first

widows of musicians.

movements. They have a

theatrical externality of

showy part

treatment, a play for attention, and this externality includes a

He

the soloist.
curtain.

momentum

approaches the close with growing

This does not

sense, unless Figaro

mean

that the music

superficial in

is

any unfavorable

melodies, at

first

by the

and competent wind

strings,

section,

He gives
sordino. He has

Andante.

its

con

and he proceeds

For the Discriminating Listener

'"

.

to

us another of his great
at his

make

command

the most of

a full

After

it.

.

.

UNKEN

III

T E

to be

Indeed

deep to be great. Melody, by-play, subtle changes, are not wanting.
the concerto becomes serious in

for

to a brilliant

Mozart did not have

to be called superficial.

is

work

interrupted Mozart's

of them, he allowed the buffo
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I

the piano has expatiated

upon

the melody, the "harmonie" by

clarinets (for the first time in his piano concertos), bassoons

over.

Later the flute and

first

itself,

flute,

and horns take

bassoon join the strings in true concertante

The finale offers still another of Mozart's lively rondo tunes in 6/8
time. The hilarity is interrupted by a short Andantino cantabile where the
woodwind choir affords new delights before the swift close.
fashion.

SYMPHONY
The

first

IN C MAJOR, NO.

movement

more than Jovian

is

"JUPITER," K. 551

41,

—

it

an extraordinary com-

is

bination of various elements, conditioning each other in a serene over-all
equilibrium, with a development prodigious for

word

freshness of invention which deserves the

be so called. The four opening bars
a strong martial

rhythm from the

The

phrase from the strings.

no preamble
march rhythm.
is

at

character

is

time, with a renewing

godlike,

if

any music can be

once disclose two of these elements:

orchestra,

answered by a gentle, persuasive

martial beat becomes without preamble (there

movement)

in the direct progression of this
Its

its

indisputable

Mozart (compare the snare drum

—

triplets of

there

is

"Non

the triplet figure here suggesting the drum-beat)

.

a full, striding

no mistaking the military
piu andrai" in Figaro to

Yet

it

need not be pointed

(Continued on page 22)
-

-

.

;•..

:

HK'

"

s

After the
concert...

taste the

sunny
morning
flavor of

chenleq
w
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BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Sunday Afternoon, July

22, at 2:30

CHARLES MUNCH,

Conductor

MOZART
Symphony

in

D

major, No.
I.

II.

35,

"Haffner," K. 385

Allegro con spirito

Andante

III.

Menuetto

IV.

Presto

Intermission
Requiem Mass in
I.

II.

III.

IV.

D

minor, K. 626

Requiem
Dies

VII.
VIII.

irae

Tuba mirum

IX.

Rex tremendas

X.

Lacrimosa

Domine

Jesu

Hostias
Sanctus

V.

Recordare

XL

Benedictus

VI.

Confutatis

XII.

Agnus Dei

Phyllis Curtin, Soprano

Blake Stern, Tenor

Florence Kopleff, Alto

Mac Morgan,

TANGLEWOOD CHOIR

prepared by

BALDWIN PIANO

Bass

Lorna COOKE deVaron

RCA VICTOR RECORDS
21

out that this military buoyancy, enforcing the other elements, never overbears

The second

them.

in the dominant,

subject,

opens

lyrically

but at once

develops a gay rhythm whereby the composer has two more combinable
ments.

With

these ingredients

—

martial, tender

and gay

ele-

—Mozart proceeds
He

with his wonderfully unified development through close upon 100 bars.
is

sly

and vagrant but adroit

There

is

adding relevant

in tonality, resourceful in

detail.

Andante cantabile (a tempo direction
a symphony). When the first phrase

a sense of tragedy in the

which he had never before used in
(from the muted violins)

is

followed by a loud defiant chord, one

reminded, as elsewhere, of the Eroica.

A

second phrase, where ornate

is

thirty-

second notes increase the emotional expressiveness, has the gradual subsidence

which with Mozart often

signifies lamentation.

over halting triplets increase the tension.

Sforzando chords in the winds

This thesis

is

developed, there

is

a fresh treatment of the opening subject matter, bringing the climax of the

movement. The coda

The sudden

is

magnificent.

and gentleness, a lifelong char-

alternation of forcefulness

of the instrumental Mozart, in his

acteristic

meaning. In the Minuet

it

takes the

last

form of

symphony

acquires a

new

alternate eight bar phrases.

It

has been remarked that the dotted half notes which open the second part of
the trio are a foreshadowing of the motto subject of the finale, immediately
to follow (resemblances of this sort

outcome of the

artist's

should be looked upon as the instinctive

singleness of purpose rather than

as

deliberately

planned).

The

final

movement

is

Mozart's supreme achievement in counterpoint

so smooth-flowing and natural, so apparently simple, that the layman

make himself comfortably

at

home with
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Telephone 12

examines the various permutations and inversions of the

movement

The

five themes.

form with a fugato development and extended coda.
So Mozart ended his symphonic works with a fugal peroration, as if to
demonstrate for his own satisfaction how he could put counterpoint to symin sonata

is

The

phonic uses.
its

was then, and

result

still

remains, absolutely supreme in

kind.

Sunday Afternoon, July 22

SYMPHONY

IN

D MAJOR, NO.

("HAFFNER"), K. 385

35

In 1782, needing a popular symphony for Vienna, Mozart asked his

movements (including only one of the
ets) of the second serenade he had written for Haffner in Salzburg,
would pass perfectly well as a symphony. It was when he received the
script in the post that he was surprised to find that he had forgotten
father to send back four of the

note of

a

it,"

second acquaintance, added clarinet and

And

so

He had remarked
fire,"

and that the

was that the
big party

—

first

its

manu"every

remarkable evidence that he could write timeless music even in

He

a state of harassment with other matters.

"go well."

minu-

which

it

did

—

it

liked his forgotten child

flute parts,

was loudly applauded

to his father that the first

and

felt that it

in Vienna,

movement had

would

and repeated.

movement should

"strike real

What

should go "as quickly as possible."

last

on

he meant

the "recht feuerig" grandiloquence to suit a

opening broad proclamation and the quieter notes in march

rhythm which complete the phrase furnish most of the movements. The
presto was wit through speed. "So geschwind ah es moglich ist" meant as

—
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II.

III.

IV.
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The
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Salzburg basses could manage

fast as the

The minuet

music.

Yet

Symphony

this

condescended
1782.

It

is

thoughts.

to as

Mozart could

has a right to

sometimes has.

it

symphonic,

really

party

is

its

any time write to catch the lay

and does not deserve

title

It is a

turns

it

at

up

true product of the
a

to be

Mozart of

profusion of happy musical

worthy of the composer of Die Entfuhrung.

It is fully

REQUIEM MASS IN D MINOR,
This Requiem,

This

figure.

has the old elegance, the slow andante has "grazioso"

qualities in dotted rhythms.
ear.

running

its

K. 626

unfinished by Mozart at his death, was completed by Franz

left

Xaver Sussmayr and first performed by order of Count Franz von Walsegg zu Stuppach,
for whom it was composed, on December 14, 1793.

An

air

became known
finishing

it;

Requiem Mass when it
death had prevented him from

of mystification surrounded Mozart's
after his death.

that the

The

fact that

work was anonymously commissioned;

that Mozart, not

knowing whence the order came, believed that this, his first Requiem, would
be his own; that he talked of having been poisoned- these facts have led to

—

romancing by the

The

early chroniclers.*

commission has been long since cleared of

factual record of the

its

Requiem which
Mozart's own, how much is derived from

mystical aura, and the only element of uncertainty about the

remains

is

how much

of the score

is

how much may

be the pure fabrication of his pupil,

circumstances are briefly told.

In early August, 1791, Mozart was

Mozart's sketches, and

Franz Xaver Sussmayr.

The
visited

by a stranger

who handed him

an unsigned

letter

asking for a Requiem.

* Late ones also. Gunther Duda, a medical doctor, has written a book with a title taken from
Mozart's supposed remark to his wife: "Geiviss — man hat mir Gift gegeben!" ("Surely — someMozart's supposed remark to his wife: "Gewiss — man hat mir Gift gegehenl" ("Surely — some
one has given me poison!") — Verlag Hohe Warte, 19 58. Lack of contemporary medical knowledge makes it impossible to prove that he was poisoned, and any evidence that either his "rival,"
Salieri, or his fellow Masons did the deed reads like a preposterous case built on sand.
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Hillsdale,
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As
to

later

it

turned out, the undisclosed writer was Count Walsegg,

copy the score and have

as his

it

performed

memory

in

who wished

of his wife, passing

off

it

own.

The music

of the

Requiem now possessed Mozart's thoughts. He had
now he was growing weaker and soon
hand. He composed the opening of the Mass, outlined

never failed to fulfill a commission, but

he knew the end was

at

On December

succeeding movements, and indicated some of the scoring.

he asked for

the day before his death,

4,

his score, and sang the alto part while

from the Theatre took the other
Lacrimosa, which he had not been able
friends

At the opening phrase of the
finish, he wept convulsively and

parts.

to

laid the sheets aside.

Constanze, anxious after her husband's death to collect the remainder of
the fee and to retain the

the

two numbers

first

written.

payment, labored secretly to present a complete

first

Count Walsegg, the "Unbekannter."

score to

The

six

—

the

As

him.

as she called

Requiem aeternam and the Kyrie

stood,

it

—were

fully

movements of the "Sequence," beginning with the Dies

The

ceased after the ninth bar of the Lacrimosa.

ofFertorium (the

irte,

Domine

Jesu Christe and the Hostias) existed in the choral parts with figured bass and

some
final

indications of the instrumentation.

Lux aterna were missing

altogether

Johann Eyblers, Mozart's pupil, who
opening of the Lacrimosa, and

Thereupon Franz Xaver

The

Sanctus, the

from the

filled

score.

Agnus Dei and

Constanze engaged

out the missing parts until the

at that point, faced

Siissmayr, a pupil

with blank pages, gave up.

who had been

close to

both in the preparation of La Clemenza di Tito and the Requiem

up the

He

task.

the

recopied the revision in order that the

Mozart

itself,

"Unknown"

took

should

not receive a score in three different handwritings, completed the Lacrimosa,

The

Col.
IN

MUSIC MOUNTAIN
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•
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Sundays at 4 p.m.
1

thru Sun., inclusive,
to

Connecticut

*

MASS.

J.

N.JUKO

CHEF KARL'S
LENOX
•

DINNER 5-9

Lounge opened

•

SUNDAY

12

after Concerts for Cocktails

Telephone Lenox 698
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8 P.M.

and Snacks

filled

out the Offertorium, composed the Sanctus, Be?2edictus and

own head

supposedly out of his
for the

Lux

ceterna repeated the

delivered to the

"Unknown"

Agnus

Dei,

(so he wrote to Constanze in 1799), and

The manuscript

fugue from the Kyrie.

consisted of the

first

as

two movements in Mozart's

original script, complete; the remainder in Siissmayr's not too different hand.

The Count may have

believed that he had Mozart's script until the last three

After he had duly presented the Mass in 1793,

sections.

formances from Constanze' s copy of the

known

When

score.

had public per-

it

it

became generally

Mozart was the composer, the pretender would have been too

that

embarrassed to raise his voice. In 1799, Constanze negotiated with Breitkopf

and Hartel,

in the

hope

that

it

might be considered free for publication. The

publisher acted promptly, and under the protest of

Walsegg

as the original

owner.
Siissmayr's statement that the Sanctus, Benedictus
entirely supplied by

maintains

its

him has been

character

on

tion, a faithful carrying

a level

and Agnus Dei were

suspected as a false claim, since the

which would postulate

Mass

clever stylistic imita-

through from thematic sketches, but hardly a

dependence upon Siissmayr's resources.

The

Benedictus,

full

example,

for

is

impossible to credit as the entire invention of the none too original Sussmayr,

whose own church compositions

are paled to extinction by comparison.

The

few bars of the Lacrimosa gave him the two principal thematic elements and
He carried them through with skill and effect, more briefly
than Mozart would have done. He had the good taste not to put in developtheir combination.

ment of

his

own. Mozart would probably not have repeated the fugue from

the Kyrie for the close, but this was Siissmayr's best expedient.

Listening to the debated portion without preconceptions, one does not

MUSIC STORE
Miniature Scores

•

LENOX NATIONAL
BANK

Recordings

Books on Music
Postcards

•

Films, etc.

may be obtained

General Banking Service

at the

TANGLEWOOD

Travellers Cheques

MUSIC STORE
Safe Deposit Boxes

near the main gate

HANCOCK SHAKER VILLAGE

route
5 Miles

West

20

of Pittsfield

9 buildings open, large exhibit of Shaker furniture

and other
DAILY 9:30 TO 5:00

items,

famous round stone barn
ADULTS
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$1

CHILDREN 50*

feel a lapse of the intensity or of the elevated

mood which makes

Requiem

the

work of art. We know that the arranger had the earlier portions
as his model for instrumental coloring, rhythmic usage, contrapuntal treatment, alternation of forte and piano. He was wise enough to hold to pattern,
a distinctive

and

to brevity.

later confessed.

It

could be called a piece of skillful but justifiable forgery,

But

it

impossible to believe that Siissmayr, faced with

is

entirely blank pages, could

we know. The

have produced anything approaching the music

ten bars of the Sanctus are conceivable as a clever stylistic

more than an

imitation, the following fugal Osanna, hardly

have been the work of
is

a

Mozartean melody

a

composition pupil.

set

The

fully

exposition,

might

developed Benedictus

with Mozartean nobility. The accompanying violin

theme in the Agnus Dei, the harmonic progressions, the dramatic chorus, the
suddenly hushed passages for "Dona

what

is

called "greatness."

requiem,"

eis

If Siissmayr

unknown

have the aspect of

had had nothing

might have and probably would have resorted
of which the manuscripts

all

would have been

to

upon, he

to build

one of the Salzburg Masses,

in Mozart's possession

and quite

to the rest of the world.

Q^>
Marlboro Music Festival
MARLBORO

VERMONT

•

Rudolf Serkin,

Artistic Director

Chamber Music Concerts
WEEKENDS: JULY

— AUGUST

7

19

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8:30
SUNDAY AFTERNOONS AT 4:00
FRIDAY SERIES AT 8:30 P.M.
JULY 20, 27,* AUGUST 3,* 10, 17
*Bach Cantatas

1%

Hours from Tanglewood

Tickets:

$5.00, $3.00

2%

Hours from Boston
recommended.

— Reservations
.

.

.

Write or phone Patricia Kerr, Marlboro Festival, Marlboro, Vt.
ALpine 4-2394

New York

City Information:

STEINWAY PIANO
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COlumbus 5-1450
COLUMBIA RECORDS

SOLOISTS

EVELYNE CROCHET,
Lefebure

Edwin

at

born

in

the Conservatoire and took

first

prize in 1954.

Fischer and Rudolf Serkin, received the

Competition in Geneva
sky Competition in

1934, studied with

Paris in

medal

first

She studied with

in the International

1956, and was one of the winners of the Tchaikov-

in

Moscow

in 1958.

Coming

to this country in that year, she

has played in Boston and elsewhere. At present Mile. Crochet
cal faculty

Yvonne

is

on the musi-

of Brandeis University.

The cadenzas

in the present

performances of Mozart's Concerto are her

own.

JOSEPH SILVERSTEIN
as concertmaster at the

who

position, but

will succeed Richard Burgin,

end of the present season

who

is

to retire

after forty-two years in this

will continue as the Orchestra's Associate Conductor.

now 29 year.s old, became a member of the Boston
in 1955 when he was twenty-three and the youngest

Joseph

Silverstein,

Symphony Orchestra
member of the Orchestra
Music

Curtis Institute of

Mischa Mischakoff.

He

at that time.

Born

in

in Philadelphia,

and

later

Detroit, he studied at the

with Joseph Gingold and

played in the orchestras of Houston, Denver and

Philadelphia before joining this one. Recently Mr. Silverstein has

won

signal

honors here and abroad. Last autumn he was awarded the prize in the Walter

W. Naumburg

Foundation Competition, which brought special opportunities

for performance.

These have included an appearance

York Philharmonic Orchestra and

Big fashion buys

in

a solo recital in

as soloist

New

with the

York.

cashmere,

Shetland, fur blend, and mohair

imported from

Italy,

Scotland,

Austria and Scandianavia

—

and what a selection too.
Thousands of them, and they're
priced to save you 20-40%.

E3
Oak

erkshire

^^°a«l mm^ aclory

St. off Lincoln St.

Pittsfield
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'BERKSHIRE

COAT
TACTOJZy

New

Boston Symphony Orchestra
CHARLES MUNCH,
RICHARD BURGIN,

Music Director

Associate Conductor

PERSONNEL
Violins

Cellos

Bassoons

Richard Burgin
Concert-master

Alfred Zighera

Alfred Krips

Jacobus Langendoen

Samuel Mayes

George Zazof sky

Mischa Nieland

Rolland Tapley

Karl Zeise
Martin Hoherman

Joseph Silverstein
Vladimir Resnikoff

Harry Dickson
Gottfried Wilfinger

Einar Hansen
Roger Shermont
Minot Beale

Bernard Parronchi
Richard Kapuscinski

Robert Ripley
Winifred Winograd
Louis Berger
John Sant Ambrogio

Herman Silberman
Joseph Leibovici
Stanley Benson

Leo Panasevich
Sheldon Rotenberg
Fredy Ostrovsky

Noah

Bielski

Knudson
Pierre Mayer
Manuel Zung
Samuel Diamond
Clarence

William Marshall
Leonard Moss
William Waterhouse
Alfred Schneider
Victor Manusevitch
Laszlo Nagy

Ayrton Pinto
Michel Sasson
Lloyd Stonestreet
Julius

Schulman

Raymond

Sird

Gerald Gelbloom

Violas
Joseph de Pasquale
Jean Cauhape

Basses
Georges Moleux

Henry Freeman
Irving Frankel
Henry Portnoi

Henri Girard
John Barwicki
Leslie

George Humphrey
Jerome Lipson
Robert Karol
Reuben Green

Joseph Pietropaolo

Horns
James Stagliano
Charles Yancich
Harry Shapiro
Harold Meek
Paul Keaney
Osbourne McConathy

Trumpets
Roger Voisin

Armando Ghitalla
Andre Come
Gerard Goguen

Trombones
Flutes
Doriot Anthony Dwyer
James Pappoutsakis
Phillip

Kauko Kahila
Josef Orosz

Kaplan

Tuba
Piccolo

K. Vinal Smith

George Madsen

Timpani

Oboes

Everett Firth

Ralph Gomberg

Harold Farberman

Jean de Vergie

John Holmes

English

Horn

Percussion
Charles Smith
Harold Thompson
Arthur Press

Louis Speyer

Harps
Clarinets
Gino Cioffi
Manuel Valerio

Bernard Zighera
Olivia Luetcke

Piano
Pasquale Cardillo
E\)

Hedberg

Richard Plaster

William Gibson
William Moyer

Clarinet

Bernard Kadinoff
Vincent Mauricci
Earl

Contra Bassoon

Martin

Eugen Lehner
Albert Bernard

Sherman Walt
Ernst Panenka
Matthew Ruggiero

Bass Clarinet
Rosario Mazzeo

Bernard Zighera

Library
Victor Alpert

William

Shisler
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A

letter

from President Kennedy

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 24, 1962

Dear Dr. Munch:

As you conduct your

Boston as musical director of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, I
want to express the warm appreciation which the nation
shares with the Boston community for your splendid
musical leadership.
It is

last concert in

most reassuring

to

know

that you will continue

your conducting both in this country and abroad. I
am sure that you relinquish your Boston association
with a genuine sense of achievement.
This government owes you a special debt of gratitude
for the outstanding tours abroad of the Boston Symphony
during the past years and the hospitality you have shown
at all times to the new compositions of American compo
sers.

As you begin your next career, Mrs. Kennedy and
I send warmest best wishes.
Sincerely,

Dr. Charles Munch
Boston Symphony Orchestra

Symphony Hall
Boston

15,

Massachusetts

Builders of: Baldwin, Acrosonic, Hamilton, and

Baldwin and Orga-sonic Organs

Howard Pianos

